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SECOND INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY CELEBRATIONS
21-6-2016
Yoga Program at Avinashilingam University
Instructors - Mrs. Sumathi
Mrs. R. Dharmambal
Indian Institute of Yoga and Naturopathy
Day 1
Program Activities:
The first day had a small formal launching ceremony, where the instructors were introduced to the
Students. The program started with the brief lecture about the history and importance of Yoga and
its benefits to mankind, followed by prayer, Aum chanting and then progressed with the
preliminary steps of Yoga.

Asanas Instructed - Eye exercise, Neck exercise, Hand exercise

Trikonasa
The same procedure was repeated in the remaining two sessions. By the end of the first day, the
following were the general experiences of the participants.
 Performing the exercise harmonized with breathing, the participants found easier to do,
which broke the myth about Yoga in their minds.
 As the sessions progressed, the participants felt more relaxed and the movements became
swifter.
 For many participants, the breathing was only up to the thoracic level. After the initial
sessions, they were able to breathe to the abdominal level.
 Through there were initial hiccups for some participants for synchronizing the breathing
and the movements, they came to the tune as the sessions advanced.

PROGRAMME
Prayer
Lighting the Lamp
Welcome Address and Introduction of : Dr. (Mrs) M.Sylvia Subapriya
Chief Guest
NSS Programme Co-ordinator
Presidential Address
: Dr.P.R. Krishna Kumar
Chancellor
Greetings
: Dr. (Mrs) Premavathy Vijayan
Vice Chancellor (i/c)
Dr. (Mrs) A.Venmathi
Registrar (i/c)
Report on Yoga Activities in our Campus : Dr. (Mrs) C Lakshmi
Yoga Instructress
Prize Distribution
Yoga Day Special Address
: Brahmakumari Rajeswari
Yogasana Demonstration by NSS
Volunteers
Meditation
: Brahmakumaris
Vote of Thanks
: Dr. (Mrs) Pa. Rajeswari
Programme Officer
NSS Unit –II

Prize Winners for the International Yoga Day Competition
Tamil essay
1.
Muthuselvi
II B.Sc. Spl edu/maths
2.
Gayathiri
I B.Com
3.
Kavita
I B.A. English
English essay
1.
Nandhini.K.
IIB.Sc.ComputerScience
2.
Malini.S.
II B.Com
3.
Lavanya.K.
I B. Com
Tamil Slogan
1.
M. Deepika
I B.Sc.
2.
S, Kalpana
II BA Tamil
3.
M.S. Ragavi
II B.Sc.
English Slogan

1.
Mayuri
II BSc Botany
2.
Dhana Shri
II BSc Botany
3.
N.Pavithra
II BSc.Spl.edu/maths
4.
Karishma.
II BSc. FSN
Depiction of Poster
1.
Nithya Devi
III BSc Chemistry
2.
Umais
3.
Fahima Sherin
II MSc.FSMD
Asanaas Competition - Solo Performance
1.
Subavarthini
I BSc.Physics
2.
Nithyashree
I BSc.Physics
3.
R. Sibiya
I BSc.Maths
4.
M. Sidhuja
I BSc.FSMD

Day 2
Asanas Instructed
The general experiences felt by the participants were
•
Removal of stress from the limbs and hip joint
•
Better breathing ability
•
More blood circulation and reduced numbness
•
Sciatica pain reduced in some participants

who

suffered

of

this

ailment

Tadasana Konasana
Trikonasana
Day 3
Asanas Instructed
Review of Eye and Neck Exercise and further extended to Spine flexible exercise
Surya Namskar( 12 steps involved), Bujangasana, VeeraBhadrasana
A lecture on the importance of spinal cord and ways to keep in flexible was delivered in this
session. The vitality of the breathing process was clearly dealt . Many students clarified their
parents ailments with small yoga practices.

The general experiences of the participants were:
•
Flexibility of the back
•
Enhanced breathing ability
Feedback from people was much satisfactory.

Day 4
Program Activities:
The session started with prayer and lecture on importance of Women health. The some of the
exercises done on the third day were repeated. In addition new asanas were introduced.
Asanas instructed: Review of the Day 3 asanas, Paschimottanasana, Garudasana
Basthirika Pranayama
The same fashion was adopted in the second and third sessions also. The crown started
accustoming to the instructions and able to respond well.
Day 5
The final day sessions included the following pranayama techniques
Brahmari pranayama, Seethali Pranayama, Some important Mudras are also taught such as •
•
•
•

Meru mudra
Apanavayu mudra
Mathangi mudra
Surya mudra

Yoga defines itself as a science - that is, as a practical, methodical and systematic discipline or set
of techniques that have the lofty goal of helping human beings to become aware of their deepest
nature. The goal of seeking to experience this deepest potential is not part of a religious process,
but an experiential science of self-study. Religions seek to define what we should believe, while a
practical science such as meditation is based on the concrete experience of those teachers and yogis
who have previously used these techniques to experience the deepest self. Yoga does not contradict
or interfere with any religion and may be practiced by everyone, whether they regard themselves
members of a particular faith.
Some of the questions asked during the Q & A Session
•
How long the Yoga has to be practiced daily?
•
What has to be done if a person has epilepsy?
•
Whether the excises can be done during menstrual periods?
•
What can be done during nasal block and common cold?
•
What exercises to be done for diabetes in addition to medication?
•
How to cure asthma?
Inferences
To overall program went on satisfactory with people getting benefits from the exercise. The
instructors extended heart-full thanks to the Avinashilingam University for organizing the Yoga
program.

Glimpses of the programme

Poster exhibition

International yoga day report held on 21-05-2016 at our Avinashilingam University for
Women
The word “Yoga” originates from Sanskrit and means “to join, to unite”. Yoga exercises
have a holistic effect and bring body, mind, consciousness and soul into balance. In this way Yoga
assists us in coping with everyday demands, problems and worries. Yoga helps to develop a greater
understanding of our self, the purpose of life and our relationship to God. On the spiritual path,
Yoga leads us to supreme knowledge and eternal bliss in the union of the individual Self with the
universal Self. Yoga is that supreme, cosmic principle. It is the light of life, the universal creative
consciousness that is always awake and never sleeps; that always was, always is, and always will
be.
Many thousands of years ago in India, Rishis (wise men and saints) explored nature and
the cosmos in their meditations. They discovered the laws of the material and spiritual realms and
gained an insight into the connections within the universe. They investigated the cosmic laws, the
laws of nature and the elements, life on earth and the powers and energies at work in the universe
- both in the external world as well as on a spiritual level. The unity of matter and energy, the
origin of the universe and the effects of the elementary powers have been described and explained
in the Vedas. Much of this knowledge has been rediscovered and confirmed by modern science.
To live in harmony with oneself and the environment is the wish of every human. However,
in modern times greater physical and emotional demands are constantly placed upon many areas
of life. The result: more and more people suffer from physical and mental tension such as stress,
anxiety, insomnia, and there is an imbalance in physical activity and proper exercise. This is why
methods and techniques for the attainment and improvement of health, as well as physical, mental
and spiritual harmony, are of great importance, and it is exactly in this respect that “Yoga in Daily
Life” comprehensively offers an aid to help one’s self.

Through the years with the modern lifestyle, several physical and psychological problems
are faced by the people today. The knowledge and experience developed by the system of yoga is
systematic and graduated, integrating all areas of life and offering something valuable for each
phase of life. Regardless of age or physical constitution, this system opens the classical path of
Yoga to all. In developing this system to accommodate the needs of today’s people, much
consideration is given to the conditions within modern society, without losing the originality and
effect of the ancient teachings.
From these experiences and insights a far-reaching and comprehensive system known as
Yoga therapy has originated and gives us valuable, practical instructions for the body, breath,
concentration, relaxation and meditation. The yogic practices have therefore already proven
themselves over thousands of years and have been found to be helpful by millions of people.
The system of Yoga is taught worldwide in Yoga Centres, Adult Education Centres, Health
Institutions, Fitness and Sports Clubs, Rehabilitation Centres and Health Resorts. It is suitable for
all age groups - it requires no “acrobatic” skills and also provides the unfit, as well as handicapped,
ill and convalescent people, the possibility of practicing Yoga. The name itself indicates that Yoga
can be and should be used in daily Life. Yoga is a holistic system, which means it takes into
consideration not only the physical, but also the mental and spiritual aspects. Positive thinking,
perseverance, discipline, orientation towards the Supreme, prayer as well as kindness and
understanding, form the way to Self-Knowledge and Self-Realisation.
The main goals of Yoga in Daily Life are:
•
Physical Health
•
Mental Health
•
Social Health
•
Spiritual Health
•
Self-Realisation or realisation of the Divine within us
These goals are attained by:
•
Love and help for all living beings
•
Respect for life, protection of nature and the environment
•
A peaceful state of mind
•
Full vegetarian diet
•
Pure thoughts and positive lifestyle
•
Physical, mental and spiritual practices
•
Tolerance for all nations, cultures and religions
International Yoga Program at Avinashilingam University
As per the directives of the University Grants Commission and Ministry of Human
Resource Development, the National Service Scheme (NSS)and the Yoga Centre of the University
observed the first International Yoga Day on 21st June 2015 at the Temple of Consciousness, Aliyar
in a befitting manner. This year the following training and competition programmes were
organised;
1. Yoga demonstration training for the students and staff
2. Essay competition (English and Tamil),
3. Slogan competition (English and Tamil),

4. Depiction of posters related to yogasanas posture and
5. Yogasana demonstration competition.
1. Yoga demonstration for students and staff
Yoga demonstration training was imparted for the
students in the assembly for 45 minutes from 9.00 to
9.45 am for one week from 4th to 9th April and for all
staff in the evening from 4.00 to 5.15pm.
The programme was scheduled and the demonstration
was given as follows
Day 1-April 4th 2016
Activities as per Programme schedule
The first day the inaugural address was given by Dr.
Kalpana Sai Department of Tourism management. She
specified about the history, benefits and its need for
yoga in day today life. Then the students were guided to
perform simple relaxation exercises and very simple
asanas – sugasana, padmasana and simple oumkar
chanting meditation.

Inaugural speech by Dr. Kalpana sai

In the evening orientation on yogasanas and training was given to our staff from 4.30 pm till
5.15pm
Orientation to staff

Day 2 - 5th April
On second day the students and staff performed the relaxation exercises including hip rotation
hand swinging for mind, body coordination. Then they oriented to perform Parvadaasana,
Konasana, Komugasana
and Trikonasana followed by simple nadhi suthi pranayama and
sugapoorva pranayama and Mandra chanting meditation.
By the end of the orientation, the following were the general experiences of the participants.
Performing the exercise harmonized with breathing, the participants found easier to do, which
broke the myth about Yoga in their minds.
As the sessions progressed, the participants felt more relaxed and the movements became
swifter.
For many participants, the breathing was only up to the thoracic level. After the initial sessions,
they were able to breathe to the abdominal level.

Hip rotation

Hand swinging

Day 3 - April 6th
With relaxation exercise the session began . Students performed spine flexible excercise also. The
they enjoyed the Nadhi sudhi pranayama. To realize the nature of the body and the materialistic
world punchabutha, punchendriya meditation was given.
Spine flexible exercise

Meditation

Nadisudhi

Pranayama

Students in action

•
•

A lecture on the importance of spinal cord and ways to keep in flexible was delivered in this
session. The vitality of the breathing process was clearly dealt . Many students clarified their
parents ailments with small yoga practices.
The general experiences of the participants were :
Flexibility of the back
Enhanced breathing ability

Day 4 - April 7th
The session started with a lecture on importance of Women health by R. Dharmambaal yoga
instructress, .Indian Institute of yoga. In addition with Suryanamaskar, some of the exercises done
on the previous days were refreshed and repeated. Parvadasana, Paschimottanasana Garudasana
,Sasangasana, Basthirika pranayama and Adimudra practice were also given

Faculty in action

Day 5 - April 8th
The fifth day sessions included the following pranayama techniques: Brahmari pranayama,
Seethali Pranayama and sithakari pranayama including Komugasana, Sagajanistai pranayama
Some important Mudras like Meru mudra,Apana vayu mudra, Mathangi mudra, Surya mudra and
garuda mudr a were also taught

Day 6 - 9 th April
Yoga defines itself as a science - that is, as a
practical, methodical and systematic discipline or set of
techniques that have the lofty goal of helping human
beings to become aware of their deepest nature. The
goal of seeking to experience this deepest potential is
not part of our religious process, but an experiential
science of self-study .A practical science meditation is
based on the concrete experience to experience the
deepest self. The five days orientation practices were
refreshed and also performed Meru mudra, Sithali
Pranayama, and mindful meditation. At the end we had
question answer session.

Some of the questions asked during the Q & A Session
•
How long the Yoga has to be practiced daily?
•
What has to be done if a person has epilepsy?
•
Whether the excises can be done during menstrual periods?
•
What can be done during nasal block and common cold?
•
What exercises to be done for diabetes in addition to medication? How to cure asthma

Surya Namaskar
pranayama

Sithali

Inferences
On the whole, the program went on satisfaction and enthusiasm with students getting
benefits from the exercise and all the practices that had been instructed. The instructors, students
and staff extended heart-felt thanks to the Avinashilingam University for organizing this Yoga
program.
II. Various competition based on yoga were conducted for all category students, teaching staff
and non-teaching staff . The prize winners were listed as follows
STUDENTS - PRIZE
WINNERS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY COMPETITION.
Tamil essay
1. Muthuselvi
II B.Sc. Spl edu/maths
2. Gayathiri
I B.Com
3. Kavita
I B.A. English
English essay
1. Nandhini.K.
IIB.Sc.ComputerScience
2. Malini.S.
II B.Com
3. Lavanya.K.
I B. Com
Tamil Slogan
1. M. Deepika
I B.Sc.
2. S, Kalpana
II BA Tamil
3. M.S. Ragavi
II B.Sc.
English Slogan
1. Mayuri
II BSc Botany
2. Dhana Shri
II BSc Botany
3. N.Pavithra
II BSc.Spl.edu/maths
4. Karishma.
II BSc. FSN
Depiction of Poster
1. Nithya Devi
III BSc Chemistry
2. Umais
3. Fahima Sherin IIMSc.FSMD
Asanaas Competiton Solo Performance
1. Subavarthini
I BSc.Physics
2. Nithyashree
I BSc.Physics
3. R. Sibiya
IBSc.Maths
4. M. Sidhuja
I BSc.FSMD

Depiction of the Posters of the prize winners

Report on International Yoga Day Celebration
21.06.2016 – 9.00 am to 1.00 pm
The second International Yoga Day was celebrated at Avinashilingam University on 21 June 2016
, under the auspicious of the National Service Scheme in collaboration with the Brahmakumari’s
Raja Yoga Meditation Center, Coimbatore.
The Program was started with a prayer song followed by lighting the traditional kuthuvilakku
Dr.Mrs. Slyia Subapriya ,NSS program coordinator of the University welcomed the gathering and
introduced the Chief Guest, Brahmakumari’s V.K.Rajeswari of Raja Yoga Meditation Center.
In her Presidential address the Vice Chancellor Dr.Premavathi Vijayan, highlighted the importance
of yoga and she explained how yoga purifies the mind. She related akshaya patra with yoga and
stressed the importance of prayer in one’s life and how prayers forms an integral part of life in our
University.
She recalled that 2500 years back research was done on yoga and many siddhars have written so
many books on it . She urged the students to read and benefit from the books.
She enlightened on the importance of yoga like how it is important for physical health, mental
health, for spiritual values, realization of one’s responsibilities, prevent stress, diseases, depression
and for anti aging . She highlighted that like the way we eat and the way we dress regularly we
have to perform asana’s daily will help to lead a healthy, disease free life. She related yoga with a
positive living. In universities, college and schools literacy and technical skills are being taught
but they are lacking in moral values, spiritual values and in philosophy of life which can be
attained through yoga, she said Dr.Venmathi, Registrar of the university in her special address said
that each and every one faces so many problems in day to day life but overcoming the problems is
the real success. She advised the audience that one should think not think about the past and should
not worry about the future also. Think only about the present so that things will go smoothly and
future will be successful, she said.
In ones life “Dhanam- Offerings” and “Dhavam- Meditation” are very important. If one does
meditation his mind will be in peace and automatically will do offerings.
She brought out the fact that Pathanjali the father of Yoga (Pathanjali) didn’t think of yoga for
women in olden days. He could have thought that the day to day activities and walking done by
women is more than enough to lead a healthy life but the trend has changed and since the world is
mechanized and hence we need to do yoga and meditation daily to lead a healthy life.
Later the report on Yoga activities was read by Dr.Mrs.Lakshmi Yoga Instructress. She traced
that orientation programmes on yoga have given in our university for the past 20 years and more
than 19 thousand students benefitted from that.
Later on yoga was incorporated in the NSS syllabus, also MOU was signed with Vision of Wisdom
Aliyar. Yoga through E learning was also introduced with Vision of wisdom where in 900 students
benefitted. Now yoga classes are conducted for students of both the campus – the main campus at
North Coimbatore and Satellite campus at Ponnuthu, Pannimadai .Yoga orientation is also given
to our students of Avinashilingam Higher Secondary School.

Yoga is taught year after year to students and public through NSS special camps conducted in 103
villages of Karamadai, Thondamuthur , Periyanaikan Palayam blocks yoga was taught and more
than 10 thousand people benefitted from this
In connection with the II International Yoga Day today, various competitions like essay writing in
Tamil and English, Slogan writing , Poster making were conducted in connection with
International Yoga Day celebration for students, teaching and non teaching staff and for the winner
certificates and medals were given. School students and University students demonstrated various
asanas and its benefits were described by the yoga Instructress Dr.Mrs.Lakshmi
In V.K. Rajeshwari’s speech she highlighted the importance of yoga and its benefits. She said yoga
should be instructed both in India and International level which helps for the body and mind
She said if we want to lead a healthy disease free life definitely we should do yoga and meditation
daily. Now a days the world is fast like fast life, fast food and fast thinking if one want to free
from this yoga really helps.
In her speech she said that mother is the first teacher , she teaches all values to her child and now
the trend has changed the only way to control the mind is by meditation. And when one performs
asanas all body parts gets strengthen and mind will be clear.
She said all us should follow power yoga and super brain yoga.
She also added that though the world is mechanized with full of electronic gadgets we need a mind
to make that. To get that sound mind one has to perform yoga.
She highlighted the activities of Raja yoga center with a presentation. Finally she said yoga helps
to lead a healthy, wealthy and happy life. Yoga also provides positive attitude thinking which a
basic thing to lead a healthy life.
The programme ended with the formal vote of thanks by Dr.PA Rajeswari of Food Science and
Nutrition Department.
We are extremely happy to be part of the noble cause of yoga for the benefit and the welfare
of the society. We bring to your kind notice the detail report of the Yoga activities (enclosed)
carried out in our university for the last twenty years. We are very proud to say that we are pioneer
in giving the yoga orientation for the student society.
We are very much thankful to our institution for its ever cooperation for this noble art and
guidens and help.

Glimpses of yoga day celebration
Welcoming the chief guest

Welcome address by NSS Coordinator

Greetings from our Registrar i/c

Lighting of Kuthuvilakku

Presidential address by our Vice Chancellor i/c

Comparing by Dr. (Mrs) Sumathi

Prize winners of the day

Yoga asana demonstration by the students

Chief guest addressing the gathering

Silence of Meditation

Memento from our Chief guest

Vote of thanks by Dr. Pa. Rajeswari

Staff and Student volunteers with coordinator and yoga instructress
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